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Abstract 

While undoped polymers are insulators, doped conducting polymers have 

conductivities comparable to conventional metals and semiconductors despite 

their polymer chain structure. Models for the doping induced insulator-metal 

transition and the metallic conductivity of conducting polymers are intro- 

duced. The electrical charge transport data including dc conductivity, mag- 

netoresistance, thermoelectric power, and microwave and optical dielectric 

constant of a wide range of conducting polymer materials are reviewed. A 

summary of the structural order and the density of states at the Fermi level of 

conducting polymers is also presented. The metallic properties of conducting 

polymers are a function of the structural order of the polymers. 
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I. Introduction 

For the past fifty years, conventional insulating polymer systems have been increasingly 

used as substitutes for structural materials such as wood, ceramics, and metals because of 

their high strength, light weight, ease of chemical modification/customization, and proces- 

sibility at low temperatures [1]. In 1977, the first electrically conducting organic polymer, 

doped polyacetylene, was reported [2], spurring interest in "conducting polymers [3]." The 

common electronic feature of pristine (undoped) conducting polymers is the 7r—conjugated 

system which is formed by the overlap of carbon pz orbitals and alternating carbon-carbon 

bond lengths [4-6], shown schematically in Figure 1. (In some systems, notably polyani- 

line, nitrogen pz orbitals and C6 rings are also part of the conjugation path.) Figure 2 

shows the chemical repeat units of pristine forms of several families of conducting polymers, 

i.e. trans- and ris-polyacetylene [(CH)X], poly(l,6-heptadiyne), the leucoemeraldine base 

(LEB), emeraldine base (EB), and pernigraniline base (PNB) forms of polyaniline (PAN), 

polypyrrole (PPy), polythiophene (PT), poly(p-phenylene) (PPP), poly(p-phenylene viny- 

lene) (PPV), polypyridine (PPyr), and poly(p-pyridyl vinylene) (PPyV). The electronic 

ground states of these systems are varied. Undoped trans-fCH),. has a two-fold degenerate 

insulating ground state stabilized by the electron-phonon interaction (Peierls instability) [7] 

and contributions due to Coulomb repulsion [8-12]. Poly(l,6-heptadiyne) [13] and the pern- 

igraniline oxidation state of PAN [14-16] and their derivatives also have degenerate ground 

states; that is, single and double bonds (benzenoid and quinoid rings for pernigraniline base 

polymer) can be interchanged without affecting the ground state energy. The remaining 

polymers illustrated in Figure 2 and their derivatives have non-degenerate ground states; 

that is, interchange of single and double bonds leads to electronic structures of different 

energy [7]. 

The conductivities of the pristine polymers are transformed from insulating to metallic 

through the process of doping, with the conductivity increasing as the doping level increases. 

Both n-type (electron donating) and p-type (electron accepting) dopants have been utilized 

to induce an insulator-metal transition in electronic polymers [2-7]. The doping procedures 



differ from conventional ion implantation used for three-dimensional semiconductors. The 

doping process for polymers is carried out electrochemically or by exposing the films to 

vapors or solutions of the dopant [4].  Unlike substitutional doping, as occurs for conven- 

tional semiconductors, in electronic polymers the dopant atoms are positioned interstitially 

between chains, and donate charge to or accept charge from the polymer backbone [2,4,17]. 

The polymer backbone and dopant ions form new three-dimensional structures. There is a 

rich variety in these structures, with differing structures occuring for different dopant levels, 

different structures for different processing routes, and varying degrees of local order [18-20]. 

The negative or positive charges initially added to the polymer chain upon doping do 

not simply begin to fill the rigid conduction or valence bands, immediately causing metal- 

He behavior: The strong coupling between electrons and phonons causes lattice distortions 

around the doped charge [7]. For the degenerate ground states, charges added to the back- 

bone through doping or photoexcitation are stored in soliton and polaron states [5-7,21-24]. 

For nondegenerate systems, the charges introduced by low doping or photoexcitation are 

stored as polarons or bipolarons (PT [25-30], PPy [26,31-34], PPV [35-37], PPP [38-40], 

and polyaniline [41,42]). Photoexcitation also leads to generation of neutral solitons [43,44] 

and neutral excitons [44-51]. At heavy doping of trans-poly acetylene, a soliton lattice that 

essentially overlaps the valence and conduction band is proposed to form [52,53]. For nonde- 

generate polymers, heavier doping to the metallic state results in polarons interacting to form 

a "polaron lattice" or partly filled energy band [54-56].  Some models suggest equilibrium 

between polarons and bipolarons [33,37,40]. 

In contrast to the n- and p-type doping processes applied to polyacetylene, polypyrrole, 

polythiophene, leucoemeraldine base, etc., for polyanihne emeraldine base (EB) form, the 

conductivity varies with proton (H+ ion) doping level. In the protonation process, there is 

no addition or removal of electrons to form the conducting state [54]. Figure 3 schematically 

demonstrates the equivalence of protonic acid doping of emeraldine base and p-doping of 

leucoemeraldine base to form the conducting emeraldine salt. Similar electronic behavior 

has been observed for protonic acid doped PAN [54,55,57-60] as for the other nondegenerate 



ground state systems. Polarons are important at low doping, and, for doping into the metallic 

state, a polaron lattice forms [54,55,61]. Bipolarons are formed in less ordered regions [62]. 

Doped polyacetylene has been the prototype system since the initial report of the achieve- 

ment of a conductivity of cr ~ 100 S/cm [100 (fi-cm)"1] upon doping with iodine and other 

donors and acceptors [2]. Subsequently, (CH)a was synthesized by alternate routes [63-69] 

that yielded higher conductivities upon doping.   The room temperature dc conductivity 

(aDC) for doped films of some of these new materials has been reported to be as high as 

~ 105 S/cm [63,64], rivaling that of traditional metals {aDC ~ 104-6xl05 S/cm).  Recent 

advances in the processing of other conducting polymer systems has led to improvements 

in their crDC, to the range of ~ 103-104 S/cm [3,63-65,70-72], renewing interest in the 

properties of the polymer metallic state. It is noted that the absolute value of the highest 

conductivities achieved remains controversial. With these improvements in <rDC, many tra- 

ditional signatures of an intrinsic metallic nature have become apparent, including negative 

dielectric constants, a Drude metallic reponse [73-75], temperature independent Pauli sus- 

ceptibility [61,62,75-79], and a linear dependence of thermoelectric power on temperature 

[80,81]. However, the conductivities of even new highly conducting polymers, though com- 

parable to traditional metals at room temperature, generally decrease as the temperature 

is lowered. Some of the most highly conducting samples remain highly conducting though 

even in the millikelvin range [70,82] 

Since there is still a great diversity in the properties of materials synthesized by even 

the same synthetic routes, in presenting properties of these polymers, correlated structural, 

transport, magnetic, and optical studies of the same materials are emphasized. In this article, 

the intrinsic properties of the metallic state of a broad class of conducting polymers will be 

reviewed with emphasis on the universality in the observed behaviors.   Throughout the 

article, the correlation of x-ray, dc and ac transport, optical, and magnetic measurements 

will be stressed to demonstrate the relationships where such correlated data is available. 

On those systems where the correlated results are not available, the available data will be 

summarized. 



The outline for the article is as follows. A brief overview of conductivities of various 

conducting polymers is presented in Section II. This section summarizes models for the 

insulator-metal transition, localization, and metallic conductivity. In Section III, the struc- 

tural results of x-ray diffraction studies are introduced. Section IV surveys the metallic 

density of states of highly conducting polymers. The results of temperature dependent dc 

conductivity, thermoelectric power, and microwave dielectric constant are reviewed in Sec- 

tions V, VI, and VII, respectively. In Section VIII, the optical properties of the highly 

conducting state are presented. A discussion of the ultimate conductivity of conducting 

polymers is given in Section IX, and applications of conducting polymers are introduced in 

Section X. Section XI provides a summary, and Section XII provides a glossary of frequently 

used terms in the article. 

II. Conductivity 

n-1. Overview of Conductivity of Conducting Polymers 

Figure 4 presents representative values of the room temperature conductivities reported 

[17,63-65,71-73,83-93] for the most widely studied doped conducting polymers. Also in- 

dicated is the dopant utilized for each value shown. The conductivities of each of these 

systems increase by more than 10 orders of magnitude upon doping the pristine polymer. 

n-2. Models of Insulator-Metal Transition 

Many efforts have been made to account for the insulator-metal transition that occurs 

with increasing doping level in conducting polymers. The richest area of theoretical work 

concerning the insulator-metal transition is for poly acetylene, which has been studied for the 

longest time. One of the simplest approaches is to include only the nearest neighbor overlap 

(leading to a one-dimensional energy band) and the electron-phonon interaction in the start- 

ing Hamiltonian [7,21-23]. Within this model, a metallic state is not stable for an isolated 

one-dimensional chain due to the formation of a Peierls distortion [94] yielding an energy 

gap at the Fermi level.   Negative (n-type) or positive (p-type) doping leads to formation 



of negatively or positively charged solitons that form completely filled or empty bands [7]. 

The Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) Hamiltonian frequently has been used as the starting point 

for adding additional interactions. Mele and Rice suggested [95] the commensurate charge 

density wave (CDW) to incommensurate CDW transition model. This model introduced 

a wide soliton band between the conduction and valence bands as the doping level is in- 

creased. In this model, disorder plays an important role to close the incommensurate Peierls 

gap and convert the system into a conductor. As the most conducting doped polymers are 

the most ordered, this mechanism is unlikely. Kivelson and Heeger later proposed that for 

polyacetylene there is a first order transition from the soliton lattice to the polaron lattice 

with increased doping [96]. Though a charged polaron band would be a half filled band and 

thus metallic (in the absence of a further Peierls transition), later studies suggested that the 

infrared data was inconsistent with this model [97-99]. 

Conwell and others have proposed that when long-range Coulomb interactions and 

screening are taken into account, the soliton band in trans-(CH)x overlaps the valence and 

conduction bands, giving a metallic state [52,53]. In contrast, Kivelson and Salkola have 

focused on the interchain interaction, which they show can lead to a simple metallic system 

with no residual Peierls interaction [100].  Baeriswyl, and others, have shown that in some 
* 

limits the Coulomb interaction is sufficient to close the Peierls gap, giving a metallic state 

as well [8]. Epstein, et a/., proposed that a disordered conducting state (not the metallic 

state) is stabilized in the presence of three-dimensional disorder [83]. Other more exotic 

schemes for the transtion to the metallic state also have been proposed [101-104]. For the 

nondegenerate ground state conducting polymers, more emphasis has been placed on an 

empty (p-doped) or filled (n-doped) bipolaron energy band overlapping the valence or con- 

duction band respectively giving rise to the metallic behavior [56]. Alternatively, a partially 

filled polaron (band) lattice metallic state [26,31,55,56,105,106] has been proposed for some 

materials. 

EE-3. Models for Localization and Metallic Conductivity 



Much work has also focused on the nature of the carriers in the highly doped metallic 

state. Even though there are a high density of conduction electrons at the Fermi level for 

the highly doped state, the carriers may be spatially localized so they cannot participate in 

transport except through hopping. The prime source of localization which has been studied 

is structural disorder in the polymers [18]. X-ray studies of these systems show that they 

are generally of modest crystallinity, with regions of the material which are more ordered 

while other regions are more disordered. Also the fibriUar nature of many of the conducting 

polymers may lead to localization by reducing the effective dimensionality of the electrons 

delocalized in a bundle of polymer chains [107]. 

In a perfect crystal with periodic potentials, electron wave functions form delocalized 

Bloch waves [108]. Impurities and lattice defects in disordered systems introduce backward 

scattering. Anderson studied this phenomenon in terms of a localization effect and the dis- 

order induced metal-insulator transition [109]. It is weU known that the electronic structure 

of the system strongly depends on the degree of disorder.   The energy fluctuation in the 

random potentials broadens the bandwidth and creates smooth "band tails." Due to these 

band tails, the original band gap between the conduction and the valence bands of a semi- 

conductor is closed.   The ramifications, a finite density of states N(EF) produced at the 

Fermi level EF between mobility edges, were discussed by Mott [110]. When the Fermi level 

lies in the localized region, the conductivity at zero temperature is zero even for a system 

with a finite density of states. The Mott variable range hopping (VRH) model is applicable 

to systems with strong disorder such that AV (disorder energy) > B (band width) [110]. 

The general form of the temperature dependent conductivity of Mott's model is described 

as 

, = .0exp[-(|r+1] (1) 

where d is the dimensionality and, for three-dimensional systems, T0 = c/kBN{EF)L3 (c is 

the proportionality constant, kB the Boltzman constant, and L the localization length). If 

the Fermi level is at an energy such that the electronic states are extended, then finite con- 



ductivity at zero temperature is expected. This model assumes that substantial disorder is 

"homogeneous" throughout the "isotropic" three-dimensional sample. For three-dimensional 

materials near the insulator-metal transition, the Ioffe-Regel condition, kFl ~ 1 where kF is 

the Fermi wavevector and I is the mean free path, is satisfied, implying a very short localiza- 

tion length and a very short scattering time. Other external parameters such as magnetic 

field or pressure can affect the localization/delocalization transition and the localization 

lengths. This model has received much experimental attention recently for doped [111-113] 

and ion implanted polymers [93]. 

In Mott's model, electron correlations are neglected as for the classical Fermi liquid. Efros 

and Shklovskii pointed out that the interactions between localized electrons and holes play 

an important role in the hopping transport, especially at low temperature [114], changing 

the expected temperature dependence of the conductivity to 

<r=<ro«p[-(fbi/»] (2) 

where TQ = e2/eL (e is the electron charge, and e is the dielectric constant). 

It is well known for a one-dimensional metallic chain that the localization of charge car- 

riers arises for even weak disorder because of quantum interference of static back-scattering 

[110]. In contrast, strong disorder (the mean free path is comparable with the Fermi wave- 

length) is required for localization in three-dimensional systems. This consequently requires 

a short transport time, and hence low <rDC at room temperature. Anderson localization 

therefore is unlikely for the partially crystalline chain structured doped conducting polymers. 

The localization effects in the inhomogeneously disordered (partially crystalline) conduct- 

ing polymers may originate from the one-dimensional localization in the disordered regions 

[73,74,115]. 

Prigodin and Efetov studied the insulator-metal transition of conducting polymers using 

a random metallic network (RMN) model [107] to represent weakly connected, fibrous bun- 

dles of metallic chains. In this zero temperature model, the phase transition is a function of 

the cross-sectional capture between fibers (a), and the product (/> = pRioc) of the localiza- 



tion radius (Rloc) and the concentration of crosslinks between fibers (p). The metallic state 

can be induced by strengthening the interchain (or interfibril) interaction (increasing a), 

increasing the density of crosslinks between fibers (increasing p), or increasing the localiza- 

tion length (increasing J2loc). This model developed for contacts between fibers comprised of 

parallel polymer chains can be generalized to the three-dimensional delocalization transition 

that occurs in inhomogeneously disordered (partially crystalline) nonfibrillar polymers: as 

the strength of connection between ordered or crystalline regions (a) is increased, the density 

of interconnections between ordered or crystalline regions (p) increases, and the localization 

length within the disordered regions (Rioc) increases. 

The inhomogeneous disorder model was expanded [115] to account for the tempera- 

ture dependence of the conductivity. Within this model, conduction electrons are three- 

dimensionally delocalized in the "crystalline" ordered regions (though the effects of paracrys- 

talline disorder may limit delocalization within these regions [116]). In order to transit be- 

tween ordered regions, the conduction electrons must diffuse along electronically isolated 

chains through the disordered regions where the electrons readily become localized. Phonon 

induced delocalization increases the conductivity with increasing temperature. This model 

accounts for localized behavior at low temperature despite conductivities at room temper- 

ature in excess "of the Mott minimum conductivity. Three-dimensional crystalline order 

facilitates delocalization. It has been shown [117] that nematic-like order can also increase 

delocalization, though less effectively. 

For conventional metals the electrical transport properties can be described by the Drude 

model [118,119], within which electrons are treated as free particles in a gas with a single 

scattering time r. Despite its simplified assumptions, the Drude model explains high and 

frequency independent conductivity from dc to the microwave (~ 1010 Hz) frequency range, 

and a real part of the dielectric constant (e,) which is negative below the screened plasma 

frequency (u2 = 47rne2/m*efr; n is the density of carriers, m* is the carrier effective mass, 

and eb is the background dielectric constant) [119]. Within the Drude model the real (e,) 

and imaginary part (e;) of the dielectric function are 

10 



2   2 

*-7-^ (») 2-2 l+U2T 

£. =  =21  
1      w(l+war3)' 

(4) 

where u; is the external frequency. 

In low frequency limit (wr < 1), the Drude response can be deduced as 

er ~ -u>y (5) 

ti ~ w'r/w . (6) 

HI. Structural Order 

Each of the conducting polymer systems exhibit different local structures and a wide 

range of local orders depending upon the synthesis and processing routes used [18]. The 

"typical" fraction of crystallinity and the crystalline coherence lengths for "typical" samples 

of three of the most intensively studied highly conducting polymer systems are given in Ta- 

ble I. The synthetic route, processing procedure, and dopant counterion also will affect the 

crystal structure as well as the percent crystallinity. For both p and n doping of polyacety- 

lene, the polymer forms a number of different structures (stages) as a function of doping 

level [19,20,120]". Similar results are found for doped PPV [121]. There is less evidence 

for intermediate stages at various dopant/polymer stoichiometries for the other conducting 

polymers. Instead, data support formation of inhomogeneous regions of fully doped polymer 

which increase in number with increasing doping. Doped polyacetylene can be as much as 

80-90% crystalline. 

Polyaniline forms a rich set of structures dependent upon the processing sequence and 

dopant [18,62,122-127]. Generally, doped polyaniline obtained from solution in the doped 

(conducting salt) form exhibits a local crystalline order of type emeraldine salt-I, ES-I. In 

contrast, polyaniline obtained by doping powder or films cast as the base form from solution 

are of the ES-II type [62,122,126-128]. Both preparation methods lead to between a few 

percent and about 50 % crystallinity dependent upon details of the processing route. In ad- 

11 



dition, there are significant differences in the type of local order that exists in the disordered 

regions between the crystalline ordered regions, varying from coil-like, to expanded coil-like, 

to more rod-like [128-130]. For undoped and doped polyaniline, short range local order in 

the disordered regions resembles that in the ordered regions [18,128]. Table I summarizes 

the fraction of crystallinity and the x-ray coherence lengths of the various doped polyaniline 

systems, while Table II compares the fraction of crystallinity and x-ray coherence lengths 

for selected doped polyacetylene, polypyrrole, and polyaniline samples. 

Similarly, the degree of local order varies for polypyrrole dependent upon the preparation 

method, with the degree of crystallinity varying from nearly completely disordered up to 

-50% crystalline [18,131]. In contrast to polyaniline, the local order in the disordered regions 

of polypyrrole does not resemble that in the ordered regions [18]. 

The percent crystallinity for doped polyacetylene is usually larger than that of doped 

polyaniline or doped polypyrrole [18,132]. For each of these systems the coherence length 

within the doped crystallographic regions is no more that 50 - 75 A along the chain direction 

with smaller values in the perpendicular direction. It has been proposed that these coherent 

crystalline regions form metallic islands and the disordered weak links between more ordered 

regions are areas where conduction electrons are subject to localization, as expected for 

charges moving* through isolated one-dimensional chains. That is, for each very highly 

conducting polymer system studied there are regions of one-dimensional electronic character 

through which conduction electrons must pass [75]. 

IV. Density of States 

Magnetic susceptibility studies identify the charge storage mechanism at low doping 

levels, as well as the density of states at the Fermi level and the density of localized "Curie" 

spins at higher dopant levels. For (CH)«, spinless solitons dominate at low doping levels 

[76,78]. In contrast, spin 1/2 polarons and spinless bipolarons are present in nondegenerate 

systems at low doping levels [7,33,133]. At high doping levels, the highest conducting doped 

polyacetylene, polypyrrole, polyaniline, polythiophene, and polyparaphenylenes are reported 

12 



to have finite densities of states at the Fermi level [N(EF)\. Typical literature values of 

N(EF) [27,61,62,71,74-76,78,79,133-143] for each of these systems are presented in Table 

III. Having the Fermi level in a partially filled conduction band results in Pauli susceptibility 

(XPauli = 2fi2BN(EF)) and enables metallic conduction. The magnitude of XPauli depends 

on the structural order and morphology of the polymers as this affects the uniformity of 

the doping. It is noted that the values of N(EF) in Table III have not been scaled to the 

percent crystallinity. Hence the intrinsic density of states in each of the ordered polymers 

may be larger than indicated. 

For the earliest studied iodine doped Shirakawa [76,78,134] and Naarmann [135] (CH)S, 

Fig. 5, N(EF) ~ 0.1 states/eV-C for doping levels above ~ 4-6% doping level. With the 

recently studied Tsukamoto [75,137] (CH)X, which has a more compact morphology, a higher 

doping level was attained resulting in N(EF) ~ 0.2-0.3 states/eV-C, Fig. 5, indicating that 

the doping was more homogeneous. 

For PAN, N(EF) is finite and has been shown to increase with the level of protonic acid 

doping and the volume fraction of crystalline material for both the ES-I, Fig. 6, and ES-II, 

Fig. 7, structure [61,62]. The N(EF) differ for ES-I HC1 and ES-II HC1, being 0.26 states/eV- 

(C+N), and 0.083 states/eV-(C+N), respectively [138]. For highly conducting PAN-CSA 

(m-cresol) [79], *N(EF) ~ 0.07 states/eV-(C+N). Recently, a differently prepared stretched 

PAN doped with HC1 was reported to have a much higher N(EF), ~1.4 states/eV-(C+N) 

[71]. Some solutions of PAN-CSA have been reported to have a Pauli-like susceptibility 

[139]. 

Highly conducting doped polypyrrole has a large XPauli [74]. The samples initially stud- 

ied typically had conductivities in the range of ~ 1-10 S/cm with little crystallinity; for 

these materials, N(EF) < 0.01 states/eV-C [140]. Later studies on BF4 doped PPy [133,141] 

indicated N(EF) ~ 0.045 states/eV-C. However, these films were not structurally character- 

ized. A coordinated study of PPy doped with hexafluorophosphate [PPy(PF6)] and toluene 

sulfonate [PPy(TsO)] [74] shows that for the more highly crystalline (50 %), higher conduc- 

tivity (<TDC ~ 300 S/cm) PPy(PF6), N(EF) ~ 0.2 states/eV-C, similar to what was found 

13 



for highly conducting iodine doped Tsukamoto (CH)X. For less crystalline (25 %), lower con- 

ductivity {CTDC ~ 120 S/cm) PPy(TsO), N(EF) ~ 0.05 states/eV-C. Figure 8 contrasts the 

density of states [N{EF) = Xiw;/2/4] and number of localized Curie like spins measured 

for the PPy-PF6 and PPy-TsO compounds [74]. The more metallic PPy-PF6 clearly has the 

larger XPauii and the smaller number of localized Curie spins (independent polarons). 

For doped polythiophene, there is variation of the doping level attained with different 

dopants. For BF4 doped PT [141], N(EF) ~ 0.05 states/eV-C at the 4-8 % dopant level. For 

PT(AsF6) [27], the doping is inhomogeneous until 26 mol % where N(EF) ~ 0.23 states/eV- 

C. 

For PPP, a metallic density of states of N(EF) ~ 0.05 states/eV-C has been reported 

for dopingwith AsF6 [142]. There are no reports in the literature concerning the tem- 

perature dependence of the susceptibility of doped PPV. However, if the reported room 

temperature magnetic susceptibility measured of BF4 doped poly(2,5-diethoxy-p-phenylene- 

vinylene) [C2H50-PPV(BF4)] [143] is entirely due to a Pauli contribution, an upper estimate 

of N(EF) is 0.03 states/eV-C. 

In sum, for each of these systems the metallic density of states at the Fermi level varies 

substantially. Where data are present, the Pauli susceptibility increases with increasing 

three-dimensional or nematic order. 

V. Temperature Dependent Conductivity and Magnetoresistance 

V-l. Conductivity 

The temperature dependent dc conductivity, cr^T), provides a direct probe of the macro- 

scopic charge conduction through the less conducting regions. Recent advances in chemical 

processing have resulted in higher conductivity and crystallinity for conducting polymers. 

Ishiguro et al. reported the temperature dependent resistivity [p(T)} of heavily iodine 

doped (CH). and hexafluorophosphate (PF6) doped PPy down to mK range as a function 

of aging (disorder), Fig. 9 and 10, respectively [70]. The highest a^ at room temperature 

reported in this study is ~ 5 x 104 S/cm for I3 doped T-(CH). and ~103 S/cm for the 
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highest conducting PPy(PF6). For both of these materials, the conductivity decreases with 

decreasing temperature to a minimum at Tm ~ 10K. Below Tm, a increases by ~20 % and 

then is constant to 1 mK. Some highly conducting preparations of PAN-CSA show similar 

behavior [82]. 

Hydrochloric acid as well as camphor sulfonic acid doped polyaniline prepared in chloro- 

form often have logcr proportional to T-1/2 as expected for quasi-one-dimensional variable 

range hopping (VRH), Figure 11, [73,116,138]: 

<r = <r0exV{-(To/T)1<2} (7) 

where T0 = 16/[kBN(EF)Lz\. Here L is the one-dimensional localization length and z the 

number of nearest neighbor chains. Generally, the higher conductivity samples have a weaker 

temperature dependence at low temperatures (T0 ~ 700-1000 K for T < 80 K), and lower 

conductivity samples a stronger temperature dependence (To ~ 4000 K) [73]. The smaller 

T0 for the more highly conducting samples has been associated with weaker localization due 

to improved intrachain and interchain order. 

Higher conducting polyaniline films that were prepared from solutions of PAN and HCSA 

in m-cresol have an intrinsic metal-like temperature dependence at room temperature to 

~200 K below which the conductivity decreases slowly, Figure 12. It was shown that this 

metal-like behavior for T > 200K can occur in the presence of one-dimensional localiza- 

tion when the phonon backscattering rate becomes larger than the impurity scattering rate 

[115]. A similar temperature dependence for conductivity has been reported for FeCl3 doped 

polyacetylene [144]. 

For PAN-CSA [111,115], PPy(PF6) [74,113], and iodine doped (CH)X [145], the proxim- 

ity of the material to the insulator-metal transition can be gauged by the resistivity ratio 

p(lAK)/p(30QK) and a plot of the reduced activation energy: W = -Tdln(p(T))/dT [146]. 

For a conductor close to the insulator-metal transition, the resistivity follows a power law 

behavior with T [147]; for a critical regime sample, the plot of logW vs logT approaches 

T = OK at a constant value. The plot of logW vs logT for a critical sample provides a divid- 
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ing line between the plot of logW vs logT for insulating hopping behavior which increases 

with decreasing T (i.e., the slope of logW vs logT is equal to 7 if * oc exp(T0/2T) and the 

plot of logW vs logT for metallic samples which decreases with decreasing T. The W plots 

for selected PAN-CSA materials are shown in Figure 13. 

V-2. Magnetoresistance 

The charge transport can be changed in the presence of an external magnetic field because 

of the destruction of time-reversal symmetry, i.e., a total phase difference between two paths 

is created by the magnetic field [148]. The magnetoresistance is more easily detected at low 

temperature because of large localization effects. The fractional change of resistivity in 

the presence of a magnetic field, Ap/p, can be either positive or negative. A negative 

magnetoresistance can originate from localization effects caused by magnetic field related 

dephasing. A field dependent cutoff length LH = y/hc/eH where c is the speed of light is 

important at high magnetic fields [148]. A positive magnetoresistance is detected when the 

mobility edge Ec is shifted by the external magnetic field [149]. For an impurity conduction 

mechanism, the wave fuctions of the impurity electrons are compressed in the transverse 

direction by the magnetic field, leading to an enhancement of localization effects, which also 

induces a positive magnetoresistance [148]. 

Figures 14, 15, and 16 show examples [111,113,150] of the magnetoresistance of doped 

polyacetylene, polypyrrole, and polyaniline samples at low temperatures.  A wide range of 

behaviors is observed. The variation in magnetoresistance for conducting polymers is closely 

related to the magnitude and temperature dependence of the conductivity in the absence of a 

magnetic field. For highly conducting doped (CH),, a negative magnetoresistance is observed 

[81,150] in both the parallel and perpendicular directions, Fig.    14, which is attributed 

to quantum interference though the magnitude of the magnetoresistance in the parallel 

direction is relatively insensitive to the magnetic field. For highly conducting PPy(PF6) and 

PAN-CSA materials, the magnetoresistance is usually positive, Fig. 15 and 16, which was 

interpreted as a shift of the mobility edge in the presence of a magnetic field. 
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VI. Thermoelectric Power 

The results of thermoelectric power experiments determine the sign of the conducting 

charge, either electron-like (for a negative thermoelectric power) or hole-like (for a positive 

thermoelectric power). In terms of band theory, the positive or negative thermoelectric 

power implies p-type or n-type doping of a system, respectively. For inhomogeneous con- 

ducting polymers, there are several different contributions to the total thermoelectric power 

[151,152]. 

When the conductivity is determined by the motion of charge carriers near the Fermi 

level, where states are metallic (delocalized), the thermoelectric power is [110] 

s{T)=^jfihmEilE,Er. (8) 

Assuming a weak energy dependence of the density of states N(EF), the thermoelectric 

power increases linearly as the temperature increases. 

When the conduction is determined by three-dimensional VRH, S(T) oc VT [110]. For 

a quasi one-dimensional VRH case, the thermoelectric power due to the interchain motion 

is constant [138] while that due to intrachain hopping is oc 1/T, similar to that of doped 

semiconductors [110]. 

Park et. al. [80] and Javadi et. al. [81] reported metallic thermoelectric power [S(T) oc T] 

for heavily doped highly conducting polyacetylene (Fig. 17 and 18) though VRH-type 

S(T) oc Vf had been reported earlier for poorly conducting polyacetylene [83]. Similarly, 

highly conducting forms of polyaniline and polypyrrole have S(T) oc T, Fig. 19 [112,153] 

and Fig. 20 [154], while more disordered materials show non-linear temperature dependent 

behavior, which might include the 3D or quasi-ID VRH contributions. Figure 21 [138] shows 

the non-linear S(T) of some hydrochloride doped polyaniline materials. 

Vn. Microwave Dielectric Constant 

The microwave frequency dielectric constant provides a measure of the charge delocaliza- 

tion in individual samples. Figure 22 presents [73] the low temperature dielectric constant, 
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£„„, for a series of emeraldine hydrochloride samples plotted a6ainst the square of the crys- 

talline coherence length, < (as measured by x-ray diffraction). For low temperatures, e« 

is proportional to <> independent of the direction of orientation of the sample with regard 

to the microwave frequency electric «eld. This demonstrates that the charge is delocalized 

three-dimensionally within the crystalline regions of these samples, using a simple metallic 

box model [73,138], 

e = e„ + (H"'/x°)e'N(EF)L-> , (9) 

and taking for the low temperature localization length the x-ray crystalline correlation length 

determined by x-ray diffraction, »(*,) = 1-23 state/(eV 2-rings) (0.088 state/eV-(C+N)) 

for PAN-HCI. This compares very favorably with the value obtained from magnetic suscep- 

tibility experiments [61]. 

A positive microwave frequency dielectric constant is also found for modestly conducting 

iodine doped unstretched and modestly stretched Tsukamoto polyacetylene [TS] and for 

unstretched PPy-TsO [74], Fig. 23 (a) and (b). Using Eq. 9, the size of the low temperature 

metallic box, L, can be determined. Table IV summarizes the low temperature microwave 

dielectric constant for typical modestly conducting doped polymers and the corresponding 

metallic box size calculated using Eq. 9. In each case I is approximately the size expected 

from x-ray diffraction studies of the structural coherence length, {. 

An independent measure of the temperature dependence of the conduction electron lo- 

calization length is obtained through study of the temperature dependence of the dielectric 

constant. For HC1 doped PAN-ES samples with weaker localization in the disordered re- 

gions, _(T) Creases rapidly with increasing temperature to vjues in excess of 10« at 

room temperature, Fig. 23 (c). In contrast, more localized samples have a weaker tempera- 

ture dependence to the dielectric constant with em.(295 K) < 2 X W. Using Eq. 9 the room 

temperature localization length (I„) is estimated as -1000 A a,d -350 A parallel and 

perpendicular to the chain direction respectively for these highly conducting materials [73]. 

This distance encompasses of order seven or more structurally coherent regions («crystalline 
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islands") in the parallel direction and four or more in the perpendicular direction. Such 

materials were described [73] as having mesoscopic metallic states at room temperature. In 

contrast, for modestly conducting materials LRT is less than or of order twice the distance 

between crystalline regions implying nearly isolated "metallic" islands. 

The sign, magnitude, and temperature dependence of the 6.5 x 109 Hz dielectric constant 

for very highly conducting T-[CH(I3)„]* [75,155], PPy-PF6 [74], and r^cresol prepared PAN- 

CSA [73] are quite striking, Fig.   24.   For example, PAN-CSA (mrcresol) has a metallic 

negative dielectric constant and features a maximum in microwave frequency conductivity 

at ~180K [73]. A similar large and negative value of emw and temperature dependence of Em«, 

were determined for heavily iodine doped stretched Tsukamoto polyacetylene [75,155] and 

PF6 doped polypyrrole [74]. Using the Drude model [118,119] for low frequencies (wr < 1), 

a plasma frequency of u>p = 0.015 eV (120 cm"1) and a room temperature scattering time 

of r = 1.2 x 10-11 sec were calculated [73] for the PAN-CSA (m-cresol) system, though 

the exact values correlate with the sample preparation.   Similar values are obtained for 

heavily iodine doped stretched Tsukamoto polyacetylene and PF6 doped polypyrrole, Table 

V. These values of wp are much smaller than one expects from the usual Drude model. 

The small values of up suggest that only a small fraction of the conduction band electrons 

participate in this low frequency plasma response. Similarly, the value of r is two orders of 

magnitude larger than usual for an alkali, noble, or transition metal [119]. The origin of the 

anomalously large scattering time was suggested [115] to be the ineffectiveness of forward 

scattering of conduction electrons in the metallic state and the need for backward scattering 

(i.e., the Fermi surfaces of metallic polyaniline, polyacetylene, and polypyrrole are "open" 

as expected for highly anisotropic materials, and backward scattering from kF to -kF may 

be necessary for momentum relaxation). 

The behavior of e™ for PAN-CSA of moderate conductivity (~200 S/cm) demonstrates 

[115] strikingly the effect of disorder, Fig. 25. A metal-insulator transition as a function 

of temperature is reflected in emw. emw crosses from huge and negative (Drude type band 

transport) at room temperature to large and positive (insulating or "dielectric" behavior) at 
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~20K. This behavior is ascribed [115] to phonon controlled delocalization. When the phonon 

scattering rate is larger than the impurity scattering rate, phonon scattering destroys the 

localization caused by impurity scattering. The presence of this effect is suggested to arise 

from the key role of one-dimensional chains electronically linking three-dimensional metallic 

regions in the polymer. 

Vm. Optical Absorption, Transmission, and Reflection 

The apparent semiconducting or insulating bandgaps for each of the principal conduct- 

ing polymers as obtained by visible/UV spectroscopy are listed in Table VI [91,156-176], 

though for many of the nondegenerate polymers, the lowest energy optical absorption may 

actually represent formation of excitons [49-51,177-179]. Upon low level doping, there is a 

systematic change in the optical properties depending on whether the ground state is de- 

generate or nondegenerate, with prominent signatures for solitons, polarons and bipolarons. 

However, for the most highly doped ordered states, the conducting polymers show "metallic" 

absorption and reflection behavior. 

Because the metallic state is so highly reflecting, it is often studied via reflectance from 

films. From such data, a Kramers-Kronig analysis provides all the optical constants of in- 

terest including-the absorption coefficient, dielectric functions, and conductivity [180]. The 

real part of the dielectric function (ct) and the optical conductivity (<n) give insight into 

the localized or delocalized behavior of the conduction electrons. The measured frequency 

response can be compared with the Drude model for free electrons and other models for 

localized (bound) electrons [180].  Again, the universality of the electronic behavior of the 

systems with improving structural order, morphology, and doping is stressed. For the ma- 

terials with the highest aDC, an increasing fraction of the total oscillator strength (from 

conduction electrons) demonstrates free electron Drude response. 

VUI-1. Optical Dielectric Function 

For the conducting forms of doped polyacetylene and other conducting polymers, there 
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are zero, two, three, or one zero crossings of the real part of the dielectric function (ei) 

as the frequency is decreased. For the least conducting materials, ex remains positive for 

the entire optical frequency range (50-50,000 cm-1), reaching values of several hundred at 

microwave frequencies. For higher conductivity materials, ei crosses zero between 1 and 3 

eV (the all-conduction-electron plasma response) and then becomes positive again below 

1000 cm-1, reaching values in excess of 104 at microwave frequencies. For the most metallic 

samples, two behaviors have been reported dependent upon the system. For doped PAN 

and PPy with modest aDC ~ 400 S/cm, ei demonstrates the previous two zero crossings, 

and a third zero crossing occurs to negative values at a "delocalized conduction electron 

plasma frequency" of several hundred wavenumbers. For the most highly conducting doped 

polyacetylene, ei crosses zero at the all conduction plasma frequency and remains negative 

to the lowest measured optical frequencies. 

The optical response of iodine [83,101,157,181,182] and perchlorate (C104) [101,183,184] 

doped (CH)X and PF6 doped poly(methylthiophene) [185] have been well characterized, 

as have polyaniline samples (PAN-HC1 [55,186,187] and PAN-CSA prepared in m^cresol 

[75,129,188-191] and in solutions of m-cresol and chloroform [188,192]) and polypyrrole films 

(doped with PF6 [74,89,193,194], TsO [74,89,193], C104 [161], and some sulfated poly(/3- 

hydroxyethers) [34,187]). 

Figure 26 shows ex at room temperature for selected PAN samples. PAN-CSA (rji-cresol) 

(<rDC ~ 400 S/cm) has three zero crossings for er which correspond to two different plasma 

frequencies [188]. The higher energy zero crossing was assigned [75] to the plasma response 

of the whole conduction band, as the density of carriers (n) determined from the plasma 

frequency (a;* = 47rne2/"i*; assuming m*, the effective mass, is approximately the free 

electron mass) is in the range of the dopant density. There is Lorentzian frequency dispersion 

at this LJj, indicating that the majority of the conduction electrons are localized or bound 

spatially, and require a finite amount of energy to be excited. At a lower frequency, ei begins 

to become positive at ~ 330 cm-1 (~ 0.04 eV); this is a characteristic of the Lorentzian 

(localized) behavior.   However, at ~ 200 cm"1 (~ 0.02 eV), ex again crosses to negative 
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values and grows increasingly negative with decreasing wavenumber. This plasma frequency 

shows Drude behavior with decreasing wavenumber and in fact appears approximately at the 

frequency predicted by the microwave estimates [73,75]. Similar zero crossings are reported 

for PPy(PF6) {CTDC ~ 300S/cm) [74,193,194], Fig. 27. 

Comparison of the plasma frequencies for the Drude electrons with the plasma frequencies 

for the whole conduction band for these polymers, assuming that the effective mass m* is 

the same as that for the whole conduction band response, yields a ratio of the density of 

electrons contributing to the free response compared to the localized response of ~ 10"3. 

Assuming even a ten-fold increase in m* for the lower frequency up (as the delocalized 

electrons must traverse the disordered regions with presumably narrowed energy bands), 

only a small fraction (~ 10"2) of the conduction electrons are delocalized enough to show 

Drude behavior in PAN-CSA (m-cresol). 

The frequency response of Cl for PAN-CSA prepared from chloroform and subsequently 

briefly exposed to m-cresol vapor (crDC  ~20 S/cm) [188], Figure 26, is characteristic of 

localized electrons.   ex is positive at all optical frequencies; the scattering due to disorder 

in these materials has broadened and washed out the dielectric zero crossings.  Lorentzian 

dispersion due to a "localized polaron" [129] is evident in €l around 12,000 cm"1 (1.5 eV) 

and cx for this "material increases positively with decreasing wavenumber in the far IR, 

characteristic of a material with a small residual band gap or localized carriers.   Lower 

conductivity PAN-HC1 [188] {<xDC ~ 10 S/cm) materials show even less dispersion with 

wavenumber. tx for these materials is also positive over the whole range and shows only a 

modest increase in the IR, becoming nearly wavelength independent in the far IR. 

Polarized optical measurements of the dielectric response of HC1 doped stretched PAN 

samples are shown in Figure 28. The dielectric response perpendicular to the stretch direc- 

tion is characteristic of insulating behavior. Along the stretch direction, a strong plasma-like 

response is observed [186], indicating that the scattering times along the chain are much 

longer than those perpendicular to the chain. This indicates that on-chain partial delocal- 

ization develops first in these systems. 
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Doped polypyrrole demonstrates behavior similar to polyaniline for samples with lower 

conductivity and structural order. In Figure 27, the more disordered PPy(TsO) [aDC ~ 

120 S/cm) [74,193] shows a more localized behavior than PPy(PF6) as ei remains positive 

throughout the optical frequency range. The carriers are weakly localized though as ex 

increases rapidly in the far IR. For PPy(S-PHE) {CTDC ~ 10 S/cm) [34,187], there is very 

little dispersion in tx\ it remains positive and small in the entire optical range, becoming 

nearly wavelength independent in the far IR. 

ei for the most highly conducting iodine and perchlorate doped polyacetylene samples 

remains negative but small for frequencies less than its all-conduction-electron plasma fre- 

quency of ~ 3 eV through the far IR for light polarized both parallel and perpendicular 

to the stretched chain direction [182,183], Fig. 29, again supporting the three-dimensional 

nature of the metallic state in conducting polymer systems. Below ~ 0.05 eV, ex becomes 

increasingly negative, suggesting a "Drude" plasma frequency for the most delocalized elec- 

trons. 

Summarizing, there is an evolution of the dielectric response with increasing order. For 

the most disordered, lowest conducting samples, ex remains positive and shows very weak 

dispersion. As the order and conductivity of the materials increase, ei first shows more 

dispersion at the plasma edge of the whole conduction band as the scattering time increases, 

possibly turning negative in that range, but returns positive in the far IR. This behavior 

was seen in stretched PAN-HC1 samples parallel to the stretch direction [186]. For the best 

current materials, e either returns negative or remains negative in the far IR, indicative of 

a small density of macroscopically delocalized electrons. 

VHI-2. Optical Conductivity 

For materials near the insulator-metal (localization-delocalization) transition the opti- 

cal conductivity is suppressed at low frequencies relative to the usual Drude conductivity 

[110]. The suppression is usually strong for frequencies up to a critical frequency wc ~ D/L 

where D is the diffusion coefficient and L is the localization length for the electron. This 
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conductivity suppression occurs because the carriers would diffuse a distance greater than 

the localization length within the period of the AC wave for u < «e. For frequencies 

greater than wc, the optical conductivity shows the normal Drude decrease with increas- 

ing frequency.   For three-dimensional materials, localization corrections to the frequency 

dependent conductivity [110,189,195-197] yield 

C Cjlu)1!2   1 /10x 
<r(u,) = aDrude[l - {kFVFT)2 + {kFVFyT3/^ 

where C is an undetermined universal constant, kF is the Fermi wavevector, vF is the Fermi 

velocity, r is the scattering time, and aDrude is the regular Drude conductivity given by 

n2
Pr 

aDrude ~ 4TT(1 + a;2r3)' 
(11) 

where fip is the plasma frequency of the free electrons. Notice that as kFl (i.e., kFvFr) be 

comes large for more ordered higher a materials, the corrections to the Drude formula should 

become negHgible and the three-dimensional conductor should obey the Drude formula. 

The experimental optical conductivity of the doped polymers evolves from localized 

semiconducting behavior to metallic behavior with improved order. For (CH), doped with 

perchlorate (C104) [101,183,184], Fig.  30, or iodine [76,101,157,181] with different stretch 

ratios, the optical conductivity shows soliton features at midgap and a Drude plasma edge 

which develops 'with stretch alignment at ~ 200 cm'1 (0.02 eV) where the optical conduc- 

tivity rises rapidly to its dc value with a very long scattering time.   The full conduction 

electron plasma frequency for doped (CH). is ~ 3 eV; therefore, the plasma edge at 0.02 

eV is associated with only a small fraction of the conduction electrons [75]. Because a small 

fraction of the conduction electrons appear macrocroscopically delocalized with a long scat- 

tering time while the majority of conduction electrons are more strongly localized, with a 

short scattering time, the localization modified Drude model [110,189,195-197] does not si- 

multaneously fit well the frequency dependent dielectric function and conductivity of highly 

conducting (CH)«. Models which take into account the inhomogeneous disorder of the sys- 

tems provide a better representation as they allow for composite behavior (metallic islands 

which percolate in a semiconducting matrix.) 
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Typical optical conductivity spectra for PAN and PPy films are shown in Figures 31 

and 32 respectively. For highly conducting PAN-CSA (mrcresol) [<rDc = 400 S/cm] [188], 

01 begins to increase with decreasing wavenumber at ~ 10,000 cm-1 (~ 1.2 eV) to values as 

high as ~ 750 S/cm at ~ 0.1 eV and then decreases consistent with localization behavior. 

However, at ~ 0.02 eV, crx begins to increase, qualitatively similar to the behavior of doped 

(CH)X though the increase in the far IR is not as rapid as for doped (CH)X as the dc conduc- 

tivity is much lower for this PAN-CSA material. This type of frequency behavior for <rx is 

qualitatively similar to the composite behavior of metallic particles (islands) in a semicon- 

ducting matrix after percolation of the metallic particles [198]. PPy(PF6) [74,193] [aDC « 

300 S/cm] has similar behavior, though <r begins to increase with decreasing wavenumber 

at a higher all-conduction-electron "plasma edge" of ~ 17,000 cm-1 (~ 2.1 eV) 

In contrast to this behavior, er for other doped PAN and PPy materials show more 

localized behavior. For example, the optical conductivity of PAN-CSA cast from a solution 

of chloroform and exposed to m-cresol [aDC = 20 S/cm] [192], PAN-HC1 ("intermediate cross 

linked (crystallinity)" IXL) [<rDC ~ 10 S/cm] [188], PPy(TsO) [74,193] [trDC « 100 S/cm], 

and PPy(S-PHE) [<rDC « 10 S/cm] [34,187] have maxima (in addition to phonon features) 

at higher energies in the IR than more highly conducting PAN and PPy. In the far IR, a 

decreases with decreasing frequency more rapidly for these samples with increased disorder 

as expected for localized electrons. Similar behavior has been reported for perchlorate (C104) 

doped PPy [161,182] and PF6 doped poly(3-methylthiophene) [185], Fig. 33. For the lower 

conductivity doped polymers, the localization modified Drude model [110,195-197] has the 

same frequency dependence as the experimental spectra.  The low frequency conductivity 

peak shifts to lower energy with increasing dc conductivity in both PAN [192], Fig. 31, and 

PPy [74], Fig.   32, and likely results from the decrease of the critical frequency ue as the 

samples become more ordered. For the low conductivity PAN samples, most of the oscillator 

strength is shifted [129] into a peak at ~ 1.5 eV associated [54,129] with localized polarons. 

Thus with decreasing order the oscillator strength shifts to higher wavenumber and thus 

higher binding energies. 
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Qualitatively, the PAN and PPy materials with <rDC < 200S/cm show the behavior 

expected for both the good conductor/poor conductor composites as well as for the 3-D 

localization modified Drude model. The optical conductivity of highly conducting stretched 

polyacetylene and doped PAN and PPy with aDC > 200 S/cm show Drude behavior for a 

small fraction of the conduction electrons which essentially percolate through the film while 

the remaining conduction electrons are more localized. 

IX. Ultimate Conductivity 

The intrinsic conductivity of conducting polymers is of interest for fundamental science 

and future materials applications. Though the materials currently have <rDC less than com- 

mon metals, the conducting polymers are not fully crystalline. Past progress suggests that 

as the synthesis, doping routes, and processing are improved, further advances in materials 

properties can be expected. Estimates of the ultimate conductivity [117] of the quasi-one- 

dimensional polymer systems assuming the primary momentum relaxations are from 2kF 

phonons which have modest population at room temperature suggests the ultimate conduc- 

tivity for (CH). is ~ 2xl06 S/cm (compared to 5.5 x 105 S/cm for copper). 

From the experimental data which exist for current systems, estimates of the intrinsic 

conductivity also can be made [192]. The intrinsic Drude nature of metallic carriers has 

been identified using both microwave and optical techniques. Both of these techniques have 

identified the presence of a group of carriers which demonstrate Drude behavior with a long 

scattering time (r ~ 10"11 s). The Drude conductivity for traditional metals is given by 

a = ne*T/m\ In the present systems, only a small fraction of the conduction electrons show 

this Drude behavior. If all of the conduction electrons (determined by doping percentage) 

have a scattering time equivalent to r ~ 10"11 s, then avMmmu ~ 1()T S/cm- 

X. Applications 

Intrinsically conducting polymers (ICPs) also are of interest for a wide range of applica- 

tions [1991. The ICPs have been proposed for use as conducting wires, in batteries [200], as 
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electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding materials [201-204], joining (welding) of plas- 

tic materials [205], light emitting diodes (LEDs) [206], sensors [207], anticorrosive coatings 

[208], etc. 

In LED studies, doped polyaniline and its blends have been used for the hole injecting 

layer [209], and undoped poly (p-phenylene vinylene) and other materials have been utilized 

for the light emitting layer [206]. More recently, a symmetrically configured alternating 

voltage light emitting (SCALE) device based on electronic polymers has been demonstrated 

[210]. The advantanges of ICPs for light emitting devices include flexibility, mechanical 

strength, and relatively easy control of the color of light emission. Transparent conducting 

polymers may be incorporated as electrodes into efficient LEDs [211]. 

The use of plastics and their composites is rapidly increasing in numerous areas. However, 

the final assembly of products is often limited by the capability of existing joining techniques. 

The ability of ICPs, especially polyanilines, to absorb electromagnetic radiation and convert 

it into heat introduces another application in the welding of thermoplastics and thermosets 

[205]. 

With the rapid advances and broad implementation of computer and telecommunication 

technologies there is an increased need to shield EMI, especially in the radio and microwave 

frequency ranges.   Intrinsically conducting polymers are promising materials for shielding 

of EMI because of their relatively high conductivity and dielectric constant and the ease of 

control of their conductivity and dielectric constant through chemical processing [202]. Also, 

they are relatively lightweight compared to standard metals, flexible, and do not corrode 

as common metals. The microwave conductivity and dielectric constant of polyanilines are 

controllable through chemical processing (e.g., stretch ratio, molecular weight, doping level, 

counter ion, solvent, etc).   Figure 34 compares the total shielding efficiency of PAN-CSA 

(m-cresol) materials with that of copper on the base of mass/area, while Figure 35 compares 

the shielding efficiency of several different conducting polymer systems. 

The ability to  disperse  conducting polymers into insulating hosts  such as poly(3- 

octylthiophene) in polyethylene [212] and PAN-CSA in polymethylmethacrylate [213], or 
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nylon [214], and achieve percolation at less than one percent, increases opportunities for 

applications. 

XI. Summary 

The electrical transport properties of conducting polymers span the behaviors asociated 

with semiconductors through to metals. Their properties depend critically upon the his- 

tory of chemical synthesis, processing, and resulting structural order. Highly conducting 

doped polyacetylene, doped polypyrrole, and protonated polyaniline have similar dielectric 

responses, though on somewhat different scales. For each of these systems a positive dielec- 

tric constant is recorded at microwave frequencies for less conducting samples. A complex 

"metallic Diude response," involving both an all conduction bond electron response and 

a delocalized electron response, is detected for well processed, highly conducting sample.. 

The ability to engineer the electrical and dielectric properties using chemistry opens the 

opportunity for a wide range of applications. 
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XU. Glossary of Terms 

Anderson Localization: spatial localization of electronic wavefunctions due to random- 

ness of the electronic potential which causes a metal-insulator transition in sufficiently dis- 

ordered materials. 

Anti-Soliton: solitons are present in materials with two degenerate phases A and B. If 

a soliton is a kink between A and B phase, then an anti-soliton is a kink between B and A 

phase. 

Bipolaxon: a bipolaron is similar to a polaron except that it is doubly charged, spinless 

and both of its energy states in the band gap are totally filled or empty. 

Bloch Waves: Delocalized electronic wavefunctions which have the form TJ)k{r) = 

Uk(f)exp(ikf), where Ufc(f) is a function with the periodicity of the lattice unit cell and 

exp(ikr) is a wave of wavelength A = 2ir/k. 

Commensurate Charge Density Wave: a static modulation of the charge density in the 

system with a periodicity equal to a rational number multiplied by the underlying periodicity 

of the lattice. Due to the charge density wave, a gap is opened at the Fermi level which 

lowers the total energy of the system. 

Crosslinked Polymers: polymers with greater interaction between chains either through 

regions of greater crystallinity (physical crosslinks between the polymer chains), or through 

chemical bonding between chains. 

Crystalline Coherence Length: a length which characterizes the spatial correlations for 

the polymer chain, indicating the length over which the local order randomizes. This length 

is determined from the width of x-ray scattering peaks from the Scherrer formula. 

Curie Susceptibility: Paramagnetic susceptibility due to uncoupled spins free to align 

in a magnetic field and subject only to thermal fluctuations. The Curie susceptibility is 

given by xcurie = C/T, where C is the Curie constant (0.375 emu-K/mol) and T is the 

temperature. 

Degenerate Ground State: for a degenerate ground state, the conjugation path is such 

that reversal of the single and double bonds results in a phase of the system with an equiv- 
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aient energy. 

Doping: a process whereby charges are removed or added to the to the polymer chain, 

altering the electronic structure and response. 

Prüde Model: this model of the electrons in a conductor treats the electrons as free, 

subject only to dissipative, inertial, and electromagnetic forces. In this model, the conduc- 

tivity <r{u) and the dielectric function e(u) are given as <r(u) = (njr/4x)/(l - iur) and 

e(w) = eB - «J/(w(w + */T)), where fip is the plasma frequency and r is the mean scattering 

for transport. 

TWrnTi-ElftctroT. Interactions: a broad term referring to the electromagnetic interaction 

between electrons as well as some of the effects of the the Pauli exclusion principle. 

Excitonran electron-hole pair bound by Coulombic forces capable of transferring energy 

but not charge because it is electrically neutral. 

Hole: a vacant orbital in an energy band which acts as a positive charge in an applied 

electric or magnetic field. 

Hopping Transport: a form of charge transport which involves electron motion from one 

spatially localized state to another accompanied by the absorption or emission of a phonon. 

Incommensurate Charge Density Wave: similar to a commensurate charge density wave 

except that the periodicity of the charge density modulation does not equal a rational number 

multiplied by the periodicity of the underlying lattice. 

Inhomogeneous Disorder: structural configuration for a polymer solid which consists of 

a mixture of ordered (crystalline) and disordered regions of the polymer. 

Kramers-Kronig Analysis: a set of mathematical relations due to causality which relate 

the real (dispersive) and imaginary (absorptive) parts of a physical quantity. These relations 

can be used to determine the imaginary part of a quantity given information about the real 

part and vice versa. 

T^W-int. MoHifipri Prude Model: a model for conduction electrons which includes 

suppression of the Drude conductivity at low frequencies due to finite localization lengths 

for the electrons. 
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Localized States: electronic states which are not extended over the entire solid as Bloch 

waves are. The spatial dependence of the wavefunction of a localized state is usually assumed 

to vary as \tß(r)\ ~ exp(-\f- ro\/(), decaying exponentially in a characteristic length £, the 

localization length, away from r"0.  Charge transport by electrons in these states is due to 

hopping. 

Lorentz Model: this model treats electrons as bound strongly to an atom, subject to 

dissipative, inertial, electromagnetic, as well as restoring forces. In this model, the dielectric 

function e(w) is given by e(u>) = eB + nj/(wg - u;2 - iu/r), where eB is the background 

dielectric function due to everything else, Q,p is the plasma frequency, u;0 is the binding 

energy, and r is the mean scattering time. 

Mesoscopic Metallic State: a metallic state in an inhomogeneous system in which conduc- 

tion electrons are delocalized over a number of crystalline regions (with disordered polymer 

regions between them). The size of the localization length is ~ 102 - 103 Ä, smaller than 

macroscopic dimensions (104 Aor greater). 

Mobility Edge: the critical energy which seperates electronic states which are spatially 

localized due to disorder and thus have zero contribution to the electrical conductivity at very 

low temperature from those which are delocalized and therefore have non-zero contribution 

to the electrical conductivity at low temperature. 

Mott Variable Range Hopping: a form of hopping transport which results when the elec- 

tron may hop to a distant site instead of just a neighboring site if the energy difference 

between its current site and the distant site is smaller than the difference between its cur- 

rent site and the neighboring sites. Mott Variable Range Conductivity has a form given by 

<r(T) ~ <TQex-p[-(TolTyHd+1)), where d is the dimensionality of the hops and T0 is a reduced 

activation energy. 

Nondegenerate Ground State: for a nondegenerate ground state, the conjugation path is 

such that reversal of the single and double bonds results in a distinctly different energy. 

One-Dimensional Chain: a linear system for which the interactions along the chain di- 

rection are much stronger than the interactions perpendicular to the chain. 
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pz Orbitals: electron wavefunctions with atomic principal quantum number p character 

which have a node in the x-y plane (the x-y plane is usually taken as the plane of the polymer 

sp2 bonds.) Electrons in these orbitals usually pair to form double bonds and provide the 

conjugation responsible for the interesting electronic properties of conducting polymers. 

T Conjugation: alternating single and double bonds in a single plane due to the overlap 

of atomic pz orbitals along the polymer backbone, TT conjugation leads to the electronic 

bands responsible for the interesting electronic properties of conducting polymers. 

Pauli Susceptibility: paramagnetic, approximately temperature independent magnetic 

susceptibility due to conduction electrons. The Pauli susceptibility, XPauii = 1fi2BN{EF), 

where fiB is a Bohr magneton and N(EF) is the density of states at the Fermi level. 

Peierls Instability: an instability prominent in quasi-one-dimesional systems with strong 

electron-phonon interactions due to which the lattice spontaneously distorts with a 2kF (kF 

is the Fermi wavevector) periodicity, forming a gap at the Fermi level which lowers the total 

energy of the system. 

Percolation: in a solid made up of more than one component (a composite system), 

the volume fraction of the different components can be varied. Percolation refers to the 

transitions which occur when the volume fraction of a component is such that there are 

connected paths' of that component across the material. For example, in a composite of 

a metal and an insulator, the metal particles percolate when they form a connected path 

across the material and finite dc conductivity becomes possible. 

Phonon: a quantum of lattice vibrational energy which reflects the normal vibrational 

modes of the lattice allowed by symmetry. 

Phonon Indued ^localization: in disordered solids, localization can result when a wave- 

function interferes with itself due to elastic scattering and forms a standing wave. Phonon 

scattering can destroy this interference effect and cause the wavefunctions to be more ex- 

tended. 

Photoexcitation:  the use of light (photons) to cause transitions of electrons from the 

ground state to excited states of the system. 
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Plasma Frequency: defined as £lp = 47rne2/W, where n is the volume density of conduc- 

tion electrons, e is the charge of an electron, and m* is the effective mass renormalized from 

the free electron mass by lattice and interaction effects. 

Plasma Response: an excitation of a solid for which the negative charge in the solid is 

displaced uniformly with respect to the ions. Plasma oscillations occur when the dielectric 

function is equal to zero. 

Polaron: most generally a localized electronic state accompanied by a surrounding lattice 

distortion. In conducting polymers, it has been discussed as a bound state of a soliton and 

an antisoliton. This excitation can occur in degenerate and non-degenerate ground state 

polymers. A polaron possesses a single charge with normal spin-charge relations (i.e., with 

a single charge, it also has spin 1/2) and usually two states in the bandgap of the neutral 

polymer, one of which is half filled. 

Polaron Lattice: a uniform periodic array of "polarons" assumed stabilized against a 

Peierls distortion by interchain interaction. The band structure for a polaron lattice is 

metallic. 

Screened Plasma Frequency: the plasma frequency normalized or screened by a back- 

ground dielectric constant. The screened plasma frequency, wp = fip/v/eß, where tip is the 

plasma frequency and CB is the background dielectric constant due to all excitations except 

the conduction electrons. 

Soliton: a low energy excitation of the electronic system which is localized in space and 

maintains its identity in the presence of other excitations. In conducting polymers, a soliton 

takes the form of a kink or misfit between two distinct energetically equivalent phases (in 

degenerate ground state systems). Its properties include a reversed spin-charge relation (i.e., 

when it is charge neutral, it has spin 1/2), the introduction of a single energy level within 

the band gap of the polymer, and a lattice distortion surrounding the soliton. 

Time Reversal Symmetry: a symmetry of a system characterized by replacing t (time) 

with —t without changing the physics of the system. 
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TABLES 

TABLE I. Typical percent crystallinity and crystalline coherence lenghts (£ (A)) of various 

polyaniline materials obtained from x-ray diffraction experiments. XPAN-ES represents the "phys- 

ically crosslinked" polyaniline emeraline salt. Note that i, h, and n refer to intermediate, high, and 

non-crosslinked samples, respectively. The stretch ratio {l/lo) is given in parentheses (e.g., 3.5x). 

Note that ^,£$., and £y are obtained from full width at half maximums of (200), (010), and (002) 

ES-II reflections, respectively. 

TABLE II. Typical percent crystallinity and crystallograpbic coherence lengths (£ (A)) for 

highly conducting polymer systems. The terms || and _L refer to parallel and perpendicular to the 

chain direction, respectively. 

TABLE IH. Typical XPauli and N(EF) for highly conducting polymer systems. 

TABLE IV. Low temperature dielectric constant, emw(T -► 0) and derived metallic box size, 

X(T -+ 0), compared to the x-ray diffraction determined coherence length, £, for typical modestly 

conducting polymers. 

TABLE V. Typical low frequency plasma frequency and relaxation time obtained from mi- 

crowave frequency measurements of very highly conducting polymers. 

TABLE VI. Typical apparent "bandgap" values for the undoped conducting polymers. Both 

the absorption onset and peak are given. 
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Table I. 

- 

Materials Crystallinity (%) *ll (A) ei (A) ft (A) 

i XPAN-ES3 (3.5 x) [73,127] ~ 45 73 57 29 

h XPAN-ES» (3.5 x) [73,127] ~ 40 64 47 23 

h XPAN-ES6 (5.5 x) [73,127] ~ 35 57 45 21 

PAN-ES6 (4x) [73,127] ~ 30 52 42 23 

n XPAN-ESb (lx) [73,127] < 15 15 

° High molecular weight samples. 

b Low molecular weight samples. 
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Table II. 

Highly conducting 

polymer 

Crystallinity (%) £||(A) U (A) 

T-(CH(I3)y)x [18,132] ~ 80 50 35 

PPy-PF6 [18,131] ~ 50 20 20 

PAN-CSA (m-cresol) [18] ~ 50 50 30 

T-(CH(I3)v)a! is the heavily iodine doped Tsukamoto polyacetylene. 

PPy-PF6 is the hexafluorophosphate doped polypyrrole. 

PAN-CSA (m-cresol) is the camphor sulfonic acid doped polyaniline cast from m-cresol 

solvent. 
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Table III. 

Material xPauli N(EF) 

[CH(I3)y]* [75,137,155] 1.1 X 10~5 emu/mol-C 0.33 states/eV-C 

[CH(I3)V]X [76,135,134] 2.9 X 10~6 emu/mol-C 0.09 states/eV-C 

[CH(C104)y]x [136] 3.3 X 10~6 emu/mol-C 0.11 states/eV-C 

[CH(C104)y]x [134] 2.3 x 10~6 emu/mol-C 0.08 states/eV-C 

[CH(Na)y]s [134] 2.0 x 10~6 emu/mol-C 0.07 states/eV-C 

PAN(HCl) ES-I [61,138] 

  
7.9 x 10"6 emu/mol-(C+N) 0.26 states/eV-(C+N) 

PAN(HCl) ES-E [62,138] 2.5 x 10~6 emu/mol-(C+N) 0.083 states/eV-(C+N) 

PAN(HCl) [71] 4.0 X 10~6 emu/mol-(C+N) 1.4 states/eV-(C+N) 

PAN(CSA) [79] 2.1 x 10~6 emu/mol-(C+N) 0.07 states/eV-(C+N) 

PAN(SOa) ("SPAN") [87] 1.7 X 10-6 emu/mol-(C+N) 0.06 states/eV-(C+N) 

POTl(HCl) [116] 3.9 x 10-6 emu/mol-(C+N) 0.13 states/eV-(C+N) 

PPy(PF6) [74] 7 X 10~6 emu/mol-C 0.20 states/eV-C 

PPy(TsO) [74] 1.8 X 10-6 emu/mol-C 0.05 states/eV-C 

PPy(BF4) [141] 1.7 X 10-6 emu/mol-C 0.05 states/eV-C 

PT(AsF6) [27] 7.5 x 10~6 emu/mol-C 0.23 states/eV-C 

PT(BF4) [141] 1.5 x 10~6 emu/mol-C 0.05 states/eV-C 

PPP(AsF6) [142] 1.5 x 10"6 emu/mol-C 0.05 states/eV-C 

C2H50-PPV(BF4) [143] < 1 X 10"6 emu/mol-C 0.03 states/eV-C 
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Table IV. 

Modestly conducting 

polymer systems 

emw(T -> 0) L(T -v 0) 

(A) (A) 

T-(CH(I3)y)x [75] ~400 ~170 not measured 

PPy-TsO [74] ~20 ~25 ~15 

PAN-CSA (CHCI3) [73,75] ~30 ~24 £|| ~35,f j. ~25 
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Table V. 

Highly conducting 

polymer (cm-1) 

r 

(sec) 

T-(CH(I3)y)x (295 K) [75,155] ~200 ~ 3.3 X 10"11 

PPy-PFs (265 K) [74] ~100 ~ 3.0 X 10"11 

PAN-CSA (m-cresol) (295 K) [73,75,115] ~120 ~1.2xl0_11 
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Table VI. 

Material Absorption Onset (eV) Absorption Peak (eV) 

(CHU (trans) [156,1571 1.4 1.8 

(CH). (eis) [158] ~1.9 2.3 

PAN (LEB) [159] 3.2 3.6 

PAN (EB) [159] 1.6 (3.0) 2.0 (3.8) 

PAN (PNB) [160] 1.8 2.3 

PPy [161,162] 2.5 3.2 

PT [163-166] 2.0 2.3-2.7 

PPP [91,167-169] 3.1 3.43-3.7 

PPV (old)1170-173] 2.4 2.9 

PPV (new) [174] 2.25 2.46 

PPyr [175] 2.9 3.3 

PPyV [176] 2.5 3.0 
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic view of the carbon backbone of trans-polyacetylene chain showing 

cr-bonds (overlap of sp3 orbitals of adjacent carbon atoms) and pz orbitals which form the 

7T and 7T* bands that are involved in the electronic properties ot the semiconducting and 

metallic states, (b) An idealization of the chain in trans-polyacetylene representing the role 

of the a bond as a spring of force constant K. (c) Dimerized ground state reflecting the 

effects of electron-phonon coupling. Note the two possible phases of the dimerization each 

of equal energy in this degenerate ground state system. (After J. Orenstein in Ref. [4].) 

Fig. 2   Repeat units of several electronic polymers. 

Fig. 3 Illustration of the oxidative doping (p-doping) of leucoemeraldine base and protonic 

acid doping of emeraldine base, leading to the same final product, emeraldine salt. 

Fig. 4 Overview of conductivity of conducting polymers at room temperature, (a) stretched 

[CH(I3)]X (from Ref. [63]), (b) stretched [CH(I3)]S (from Ref. [64]), (c) [CH(I3)]X (from Ref. 

[65]), (d) [CH(I3)]x (from Ref. [17]), (d/) [CH(I3)]. (from ref. [83]), (e) stretched PAN-HC1 

(from Ref. [71]), (f) PAN-CSA from m-cresol (from Ref. [84]), (g) PAN-CSA from m-cresol 

(from Ref. [73]), (h) PAN derivative: poly(o-toluidine) POT-CSA fiber from m-cresol (from 

Ref. [85]), (i) POT-HC1 (from Ref. [86]), (j) sulfonated PAN (from Ref. [87]), (k) stretched 

PPy(PF6) (from Ref. [88]), (1) PPy(PF6) and (1/) PPy(TsO) (from Ref. [74,89]), (m) iodine 

doped poly(dodecylthiophene) (from Ref. [72]), (n) FeCL, doped PT (from Ref. [90]), (o) 

PPV(H2S04) (from Ref. [91]), (p) PPP(AsF5) (from Ref. [92]), (q) 84Kr+ implanted (poly- 

phenylenebenzobisoxazole) (from Ref. [93]). 

Fig. 5 Pauli susceptibility and density of states as a function of I3 doping level for an ori- 

ented (l/k ~ 6) Naarmann polyacteylene (N-(CH)«) (from Ref. [135]), unoriented Shirakawa 

polyacetylene (S-(CH)«) (from Ref. [135]), and Tsukamoto polyacetylene (T-(CH)«) (from 

Ref. [75,155]). 

Fig. 6  N(EF) versus doping level for PAN-HC1, ES-I structure (from Ref. [61]). 

Fig. 7   N(EF) versus doping level for PAN-HC1, ES-II structure (from Ref. [62]). 
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Fig. 8 xT versus T for PPy-PF6 and PPy-TsO (from Ref. [74]). Note that assuming 

X = {XPauii + XCurie) and xPauii is T independent while xcurie oc T_1, PPy-PF6 has the 

larger regions of metallic density of states while the PPy-TsO system has a greater density 

of localized (independent polaron) spins. 

Fig. 9 Temperature dependence of the resistivity for various heavily iodine doped poly- 

acetylenes represented in a logp vs logT scheme (from Ref. [70]). 

Fig. 10 Temperature dependence of the resistivity for PF6 and BF6 doped polypyrroles 

represented in a logp vs logT scheme (from Ref. [70]). 

Fig. 11 a^T) for "crosslinked" PAN-ES, PAN-CSA (CHC13, and PAN-CSA (m-cresol) 

samples (from Ref. [73]). The dashed straight lines are based upon the quasi ID VRH 

model. Note here "crosslinks" refers to physical crosslinks (microcrystalline regions) not 

chemical crosslinks (covalent bonds). 

Fig. 12 Resistivity vs temperature for PAN-CSA (m-cresol). The inset shows the resistivity 

minima on an expanded scale (from Ref. [111]). 

Fig. 13 W plot for PAN-CSA (m-cresol) for samples in the insulating, critical, and metallic 

regime (from Ref. [ill]). 

Fig. 14 Magnetic field dependence of the conductivity increment Aa(H) at various tem- 

peratures for heavily iodine doped T-(CH)X (from Ref. [150]). 

Fig. 15 Ap/p vs H2 for PAN-CSA (m-cresol): (a) In the critical regimes; [p(T) <x T"026, 

4.2 K (solid circles), 2.5 K (solid diamonds), and 1.4 K (solid triangles); (b) in the insulating 

regime (follows 3D VRH model), 4.2 K (solid circles), 2.5 K (solid diamonds), and 1.4 K ( 

solid triangles)] (from Ref. [111]). 

Fig. 16 Magnetoresistance of doped polypyrroles (from Ref. [113]). The inset shows the 

magnetoresistance for a less highly conducting doped PPy than in the main figure. 

Fig. 17  Temperature dependence of the thermoelectric power in unstretched (solid circles) 
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heavily AsF5 doped polyacetylene and stretched (l/l0 ~ 3.2, open circles) ones (from Ref. 

[80](b)). 

Fig. 18 Thermoelectric power of stretched heavily iodine doped N-(CH)X film vs temperature 

measured parallel to the stretched axis (from Ref. [81]). 

Fig. 19  Temperature dependence of thermoelectric power of PAN-CSA (m-cresol) samples: 

different symbols refer to materials prepared in different casting conditions (from Ref. [112]). 

Fig. 20   Temperature dependence of thermoelectric power of PF6 doped polypyrrole (from 

Ref. [154]). 

Fig.   21    Comparison of temperature dependence of thermoelectric power of HC1 doped 

PAN-ES samples (from Ref. [138]). 

Fig. 22   emto(6.5 x 109 Hz, T -> 0) vs ft for HC1 doped PAN-ES (ft = U,a x U,b) (from 

Ref. [73]). 

Fig. 23   €,»„,(6.5 xlO9 Hz) vs temperature for modestly conducting doped polymers, (a) I3 

doped Tsukamoto polyacetylene (unstretched end and modestly stretched neck portions of 

sample) (from Ref. [75,155]), (b) unstretched PPy-TsO (from Ref. [74]), and (c) intermediate 

"crosslinked" 3.5 times stretched HC1 doped PAN-ES (from Ref. [73]). 

Fig. 24 emu,(6.5 xlO9 Hz) vs temperature for highly conducting doped polymers, (a) I3 

doped Tsukamoto polyacetylene (stretched central portion of sample)(from Ref. [155]), (b) 

unstretched PPy-PF6 (from Ref. [74]), and (c) PAN-CSA (m-cresol) (from Ref. [73]). Note 

the large negative values of these dielectric constants. 

Fig. 25   emu,(6.5 xlO9 Hz) vs temperature for a sample of PAN-CSA (m-cresol) of moder- 

ate conductivity (~ 200S/cm), demonstrating a metal-insulator transition as a function of 

temperature (from Ref. [115]). 

Fig.   26   Real part of the room temperature dielectric response vs.   frequency for PAN- 
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CSA(m,cresol) (A), PAN-CSA(chloroform/m,cresol) (B), and PAN-HC1IXL (C) (from Ref. 

[187,188]). 

Fig. 27 Real part of the room temperature dielectric response (ei) vs. frequency for 

PPy(PF6) (A), PPy(TsO) (B), and PPy(S-PHE) (C) (from Ref. [74,187]). 

Fig. 28 Real part of the dielectric constant vs. frequency for light polarized (a) parallel 

and (b) perpendicular to the stretch direction in PAN doped with HC1 (from Ref. [186]). 

The chain alignment is improved by stretching, ei is negative in the mid IR for the parallel 

direction but not for the perpendicular direction, implying that the delocalization is much 

greater along the chain. 

Fig. 29 Top, real part of the dielectric constant vs. frequency for light polarized perpendic- 

ular to the stretch direction in (CH)X doped with C104 (from Ref. [183]). For sample b, the 

chain alignment is improved over sample a by stretching, ei is negative at low frequencies 

indicating a three-dimensional metallic state. Bottom, real part of the dielectric constant 

vs. frequency for light polarized parallel to the stretch direction (from Ref. [182]). Sample 

c and d are both doped to the same level with iodine, but sample c was stretched before 

doping, resulting in greater ordering and a more metallic response. 

Fig. 30 Optical conductivity vs. frequency for (CH)X of different stretch ratios (a: stretched 

8x; b: stretched 4 x; c: unstretched) doped with perchlorate (CIO4) (from Ref. [183]). There 

is a growth of a free carrier band (Drude response) around ~ 200 cm-1 with increased stretch 

ratio. 

Fig. 31 Room temperature optical conductivity vs. frequency for PAN-CSA(m-cresol) (A), 

PAN-CSA(chloroform/m-cresol) (B), and PAN-HC1 IXL (C) (from Ref. [187,188]). 

Fig. 32 Room temperature optical conductivity vs. frequency for PPy(PF6) (A), PPy(TsO) 

(B), and PPy(S-PHE) (C) (from Ref. [74,187]). 

Fig. 33 Optical conductivity vs. frequency for poly(methylthiophene) [PMT] doped with 

PF6 as a function of doping level (from Ref. [185]).   The spectra are for different doping 
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levels (with (1) being the highest and (3) the lowest doping level). 

Fig. 34 Comparison of total shielding efficiency (SET) of PAN-CSA (m-cresol samples and 

copper (Cu) as a function of mass/area. Inset: magnification below 10 mg/cm2 (from Ref. 

[202]). 

Fig.35 Comparison of the total shielding efficiency (SEr) of highly conducting polymers ver- 

sus sample thickness. Sample A: stretched heavily iodine doped Tsukamoto polyacetylene, 

sample B: unstretched heavily iodine doped Tsukamoto polyacetylene, sample C: PAN-CSA 

(m,cresol), sample D: PPy(PF6), sample E: PPy(TsO) (from Ref. [202]). The inset shows 

the microwave transport parameters <rmw, er, and tan* for each of the materials. 
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